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"It may well be that under internationallaw, a regime can systematicallybrutalize and
oppress its people and there is nothing anyone can do, when dialogue,diplomacy and
even sanctions fail."
Tony Blair'
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a moral and ethical defense of the war
in Iraq. The principal argument of this defense is that the war - while probably
illegal from the point of view of most bodies of statutory international law was morally defensible in its overall consequence: it has objectively liberated
a people from an oppressive, long-standing tyranny; destroyed dn outlaw
btate that was a threat to the peace and security of the Middle East and the
larger global arena in which terrorists operated, sponsored materially and
ideologically by Iraq; brought the dictator Saddam Hussein to justice for his
genocides and crimes against humanity; prevented the possibility of another
genocide by a leader who has already committed this crime against his own
subjects; restored sovereignty to the Iraqi people; laid the foundation for the
possibility of Iraq becoming a liberal republic; created the conditions for the
entrance of this republic as a bonafide member into what John Rawls termed
the "Society of Peoples"; and opened up the possibility for the citizens of
Iraq to claim, as autonomous agents, those human rights guaranteed to them
by the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, but denied to them
by the very mechanisms of international law that are supposed to be the
formal guarantors of such rights. Overall, this chapter presents what I call the
"human rights case" for the war. I think it is necessary to make such a case in
this particular volume, because most of the chapters herein provide critical
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From a speech given by Prime Minister Tony Blair. Full text can be foundat: http://www.prn.
gov.uWoutpu tlPage5461.asp.
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reflections on human rights issues in the United States, or alleged abuses that
have occurred in the prosecution of the war on terror and the war in Iraq.
Such critiques are important and necessary, but serve to obscure violations of
human rights in Iraq under Saddam Hussein's regime and forestall discussion
of the possibility that the war has had positive moral consequences.
I would like to begin by stressing that the human rights case for the war has
been difficult to make. The principal reason for this is that the Bush Administration failed to strongly present its own rationale for the war, especially in
the months leading up to the war. As the primary mechanism of global governance, international law rendered the Bush Administration's first attempts
to justify the war primarily legal in nature. The legal case was twofold. First,
the United States argued that Iraq was in breach of sixteen separate U.N.
Security Council resolutions, and that, according to international law, the
Security Council was obligated to enforce its own resolutions. This was a
fairly straightforward argument, which - to Saddam Hussein's advantage was more or less ignored by the Security Council. The second argument was
based on considerations of national interest: this was a war of anticipatory
self-defense, or what has, in this case, been called "preemptive war." Based
on intelligence reports that documented Saddam's efforts to acquire weapons
of mass destruction (WMD), as well as evidence about Saddam Hussein's
support of international terrorism, the Bush Administration argued that the
Iraqi ruler was an imminent threat to the national security of the United States
and a more general threat to world peace and security. This second argument
has been very difficult to sustain in light of the failure to find appreciable
quantities of weapons of mass destruction and the somewhat indeterminate
evidence of Iraqi connections with al-Qaeda, the presumptive enemy of the
United States in the war on terror.
For the most part, critics of the war have focused almost exclusively on the
shaky case for preemptive war, while at the same time ignoring the failure
of the United Nations to uphold its own resolutions or the principles of the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. Absent from the debate on
the war is a serious discussion of the moral legitimacy of the war in terms of
human rights. I would like to argue that the war can be seen in positive terms,
as an advance for human rights, both for the Iraqi people themselves and
for the overall program of human rights more globally. Given the vitriolic
opposition to the war and the fact that most major human rights lawyers,
scholars, and activists were against it, this is a rather contentious argument. It
is, however, one that must be made, because a stance of opposition to the war
cannot in any sense be seen as an advance for human rights either. To have
been opposed to this war - or to war in general - on the principle that the
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rule of law and peace is the most desirable state of affairs in the international
community is a principled stance, which carries much weight. It is, however,
a stance that has moral and ethical consequences, which extend beyond the
virtue of pacifism or the issue of the rightness of obeying international law.
The choice to adhere to international laws - even ifsuch laws are unjust - and
to prefer peace absolutely, forces the question of justice and human rights
for the Iraqi people to take second place. Such an emphasis also begs the
question of the relationship between violence and human rights, and when
the use of the former is appropriate for achieving the latter. While this is a
subject for another paper, it is important to consider that human rights have
often been achieved through the use of violence against oppressive social
systems and practices, some obvious examples being the French Revolution,
the American Revolution, the struggle against apartheid in South Africa, and
the prevention of genocide in Kosovo (all which took place in opposition to
unjust laws).
There are those who would argue that a commitment to justice and human
rights is the first and most fundamental ethical principle, to which laws and
other ideological positions must be held accountable. To have stood against
the war - even on the most virtuous of legalistic or pacifistic grounds - was, at
the most basic ontological level, to have tolerated Saddam Husseirl's violation
of international law and human rights; his manipulation of legal procedures
for his own advantage; and his ongoing threat to peace and security. This is
an unpleasant fact for those who were against the war, but it is a fact that I
insist on as a crucial starting point for my argument. That the war was badly
legitimated and badly managed - so that it resulted in the loss of civilian life
and the alienation of certain (but certainly not all, as some would have us
believe) states in the world - does not diminish the fact that opposing the war
also represented a moral choice. It represented a moral choice that involved
the sublimation of human rights and justice for those who suffer to other
concerns: concern about American imperial ambitions, the hatred of George
W. Bush and anti-Americanism o n the part of the global left; concern about
the sanctity rule of law; concern about innocent victims; concern for peace
(or the absence of war); and concern about the possibility of jeopardizing
"authentic" humanitarian interventions in the future.
The basic argument of this chapter is that there are substantive moral and
ethical imperatives that, at times, supersede the strict requirement of obeying
formal bodies of law - especially those laws that are not made with the consent of those who are subject to them. The logic of this position should not
be foreign to those liberals who, for instance, participated in the Civil Rights
Movement and sought to overturn perfectly legal, but also perfectly unjust

laws, which denied African i\mericans fundamental human rights. More
generally, though, the central argument here is similar to that which many
people made about the humanitarian intervention in Kosovo: that, strictly
speaking, the intervention was illegal according to various articles of the
U.N. Charter, but that it was morally legitimate. This was the finding of the
U.N. Kosovo Commission, many members of which do not share the same
view of the Iraq war (IICK 2000).' My position, though, is that the Iraq war can
be seen in much the same way as the war in Kosovo, albeit with some important modifications, and a conscious recognition that the central motivation
for the war by those who waged it does not appear to have been humanitarian
in nature. The question of moral legitimacy must, in my view, be measured
not only in terms of intent, but also in consideration of the moral and ethical
consequences of armed intervention.
However, moral judgments of war cannot be based on considerations of
intent and motives alone. In contrast, I would argue that motive is actually not
the most important factor to consider in assessing the justness or unjustness
of any human action, even war. While this may be the most important factor
in jurisprudence, especially with regard to crimes such as genocide (as, for
example, the requirement of dolus speciulis, or special intent), legal criteria
are not the only ones that can be used for assessing the justice or injustice
of human action. It is just as important to consider the moral and ethical
consequetlces of war as we consider the overall question of whether a war can
be considered just or not. There are quite a number of historical situations
in which the ethical motivations of humanitarian interventions on the part
of states were questionable, but the consequences of such interventions were
rather positive. The abolition of the British slave trade, for instance, was
not carried out because the British Parliament itself came to its ethical senses.
Rather, it was primarily a result of ethically motivated activists who organized
the anti-slavery movement and pressured their leaders to abolish slavery. The
consequence - the abolition of slavery in the British Empire - was surely a
positive ethical consequence that no one would seriously deny, and which
can, in its moral qualities, be considered quite outside of the intentions of the
agents who brought it about.
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lustice Richard Goldstone, the head ofthe Commission, summarized the findings as follows:
"[The Comn~ission]concluded that, in the absence of United Nations Security Council
authorization, the NATO military response violated international law but was nonetheless
politically and morally legitimate. The illegality lay in N.4TO's decision to avoid the Security
Council and certain Chinese and Russian vetoes. The legitimacy arose from the egregious
oppression and viol.itions ofthe human rights ofthe Kosovar Albanians by their Serb rulers"
(Goldstone 2002: 143).
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In this sense, the central argument of the chapter rests on a consideration
of the war from the standpoint of consequentialist ethics in moral philosophy.
My purpose is not to defend the use of force and the violation of international
law generally as the preferred means for advancing human rights. This would
be adisaster, to be sure, as many critics of the war have pointed out. My view is
rather more like Kant's in Perpetual Peace, in which he argued that ifrvars were
to occur they should be used as opportunities for the reform of the situations
that caused them to happem3 And as Kant's major modern interpreter John
Rawls has argued, there are situations in which gross violations of human
rights by "outlaw states" warrant arined interventiom4 War, in this sense, is
not an absolute evil; just war theorists in the Augustinian tradition have long
pointed out, it is actually the lesser evil in some cases, and I hold that this is
true in the case of the war in Iraq. My attempt here is not to persuade those
who opposed the war to change their minds and suddenly decide that the
war was actually a great victory for human rights. Rather, my position is that
the Iraqi people, who were subjected to tyranny, had the right of revolution
against it, and lacking the ability to mount such a revolution, had the right to
assistance and that this assistance can be described as a type of humanitarian
intervention.
My own support, indeed, was very ambivalent, yet alrvays measured by
my insuperable belief that to stand against the war would be to participate
in an act of unjust appeasement of a brutal tyrant and an act of abandonment of the victims of his brutal regime, most ofwhom, as I shall stress later,
were supportive of the war as a means to their liberation. I denied myself the
possibility of standing against them. The view I offer here is meant to provide a case for the war that challenges the dominant anti-war orthodoxies of
the humanitarian and legal communities, and illustrates the necessity to force
debate on the current disjuilcture between ethics and international law - a
disjuncture that cannot in any way be seen as a positive development for the
advancement of human rights.

One of the problems with the human rights argument for intervention is
that it can be seen as absolutist: in any case where we see violations of human
rights, we are obligated to stand against them. In no way do I want to make
this absolutist claim - and take great heed of those who have argued that such
interventions could unleash a virtually boundless future of human rights
crusade^.^ I make no claim that it is right in all cases for a state to intervene
unilaterally on absolutist grounds of human rights. Rather, intervention on
the grounds of rights is acceptable to the degree to which agents who are
subjected to human rights abuses desire intervention and see the intervening
power as a force that they wish to act on their behalf because they do not have
the ability to do so themselves. Legal philosopher Fernando Teson articulates
this perspective of humanitarian intervention succinctly:
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Kant argues in Perpetual Pcace. in his section "On the guarantee otperpetual peace," that
I'erpetual Peace is guaranteed by complying with the three definitive articles (republican
government, confederation, and cosmopolitan right to short visit) out of respect for a "duty
of reason," and that having experienced many times the horrors of war and realized that
Perpetual Peace is in its best interest, war might be said to contribute to the future renloval
of war ([I7951 1983: 120-5). I am indebted to Nicalas de Warren tor this interpretation of
Kant.
See, for instance, Rawls 1999. Rawls is maddeningly unclear as to what specific conditions
would justify humanitarian intervention outside of the framework of the law, noting only
that, ". . . war is no longer an admissible means of government policy and is justified only in
self-defense, or in grave cases ofintervention to protect human rights." (1999: 79).
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The recognition ofthe right to resist tyranny is extremely important in international law. Beyond the consequences for the law of international human rights
itself, it has consequencesfor the theory ofhumanitarian intervention. If citizens
did not have a right to revolt against their tyrants, foreigners a fortiori would
not have a right to help them, even by non-coercive measures, in the struggle
against despotism. Humanitarian intervention can be defended as a corollary
to the right to revolution: victims of serious human rights deprivations, who
have rationally decided to revolt against their oppressors, have a right to receive
proportionate transboundary assistance, including forcible help. (1998: 6)
In addition, it must be possible for the intervening yorver to act where
it is possible to do so without creating more widespread global conflicts.
Thus, it would be entirely ethical for a state to intervene in, say, Tibet,
because the abuses of the Chinese government there are so palpable, and
the majority of Tibetans ~vouldsupport such an intervention. Yet, because
China, as a world power with nuclear weapons and formidable armies, could
be expected to retaliate forcefully, this would not be pragmatically possible.
The ethical argument for intervention is not an absolute one, but tempered
by a consideration of the realities of power in the world. An ethical case
for war does not have to proceed without any consideration of pragmatic
consequences.
One eloquent elaboration of this argument can be found in Chesternmn's Jiist LVLr or Just
Peace: Humar~itarianInter1,ention and Internatiot~alLaw (2001). Chesterman argues that
"unilateral entorcement is not a substitute for but the opposite of collective action. Though
often presented as the only alternative to inaction, incorporating a 'right' o t intervention
would lead only to more such interventions being undertaken in bad faith, it would be
incoherent as a principle, and it would be inimical to the emergence o t a n international rule
oflaw" (2001: 6). Whether or not the Iraq war will lead to these thingsisanempirical question,
rather than something that should be accepted on the basis of Chesterman's prognosis.
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Intervention must depend upon both the reasonable assumption, or empirical verification, of a widespread desire for rescue on the part of those subjects
who are denied their sovereignty, and a subsequent willingness of the people
in need to bear the costs of war - destruction of civilian life, property, infrastructure, and social disorganization - in order to achieve a greater benefit.
Furthermore, the intervening power must execute the war according to strict
jus in bello criteria, and seek to minimize the threat to all those entities that are
not direct objects of military action. Finally, the victorious power is strictly
obligated to engage in a process of social reconstruction, in order to ensure
that the outlaw state is transformed into a liberal republic. Gary Alan Bass
has recently referred to this as "jus post belluni," and argued that the overall
justness of a war is dependent on whether or not the conquering state fulfills
its duties after the war (2004: 386).6 This process entails the provision of all
the material resources necessary for such an accomplishment: including the
presence of the military, to provide security and safety, and the establishment
of democratic political structures. I see nothing inconsistent with basic liberal
principles in a position of support of the war in Iraq - indeed, on the grounds
already mentioned, it is questionable whether those who were against the war
were, in fact, truly liberal.. .but that is a question for another day. Suffice
it to say that those of us liberals who have tried to offer liberal justifications
for the war have experienced no small amount of frustration that our liberal
colleagues have not even been willing to listen to the arguments, much less
change their positions.
For purposes of this chapter, I would like to set aside the arguments about
the ways in which the Bush Administration mishandled the justification or
prosecution of the war. These debates will rage on; my preferred approach
is to simply acknowledge that each side in the debate has valid, principled
points ofview, and to present what might be called a "thirdview" - the human
rights case - which has seldom been presented in the polarized discourse on
the war.' Critics will immediately argue that these considerations cannot be
set aside, since they are central to their opposition: if there were no WMDs,
or if Saddam and bin Laden had no objective relationship, then the war could
not have been an act of anticipatory self-defense. Perhaps this may be true;
Iny reason for setting aside this argument, however, is to focus on articulating
a humanitarian case for the war that stands over and above not only "Bush's
war," but also the "anti-war proponents' war." What I am asking, plainly and

simply, is for those of us who share a commitment to the advancement of
human rights to at least consider whether there is a legitimate human rights
case for the war to be made. There is a distinct advantage to engaging specifically with other human rights thinkers on this question, because it is probably
pointless to convince, say, George W. Bush, Jacques Chirac, Noam Chomsky,
Howard Zinn, or Michael Moore of the human rights case. Rather, I want to
foster a discourse among those who consider themselves to be humanitarians;
in this case, I present my argument for the war as one humanitarian to others
who also consider themselves to be humanitarians, but who may not agree
with my view.
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An eloquent argument for the e t h i c ~ land moral obligations of the United States and the
international community in post-war Iraq can a!r.o be found in Feldman 2004.
For a rnore detailed discussion of this "third view" and the positions of other liberal $upporters of the war, see Cushman 2005.
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The Humanitarian Case Against the War
For purposes ofthis chapter, I would like to begin by considering, in detail, the
case of one extended argument laglainst seeing the Iraq war as a humanitarian
war. In Chapter 6, "War in Iraq: Not a Humanitarian Intervention," Kenneth
Roth, the director of Human Rights Watch, puts forth a strong argument
against viewing the conflict as a humanitarian intervention. Indeed, he finds
such arguments dangerous, and even subversive of the more general cause
of humanitarian rescue in the future. In making the case against the human
rights argument, Roth reproduces several aspects of the currently accepted
logic regarding what constitutes legitimate humanitarian intervention. Thus,
I shall use Roth's own arguments about the specific case of Iraq to raise
more general points, which I consider to be problematic in thinking about
humanitarian intervention. Following this critical appraisal of Roth's views,
I shall provide my own view of the human rights case, which is grounded, in
part, on a concrete sociological appraisal of the war's consequences for the
Iraqi people, and, also in part, on an application of consequentialist ethics to
the case of Iraq.
Whether or not we see the Iraq war as a humanitarian intervention dcpends
upon how one defines the term "humanitarian intervention." In general,
based on the literature on the subject, there are at least five factors that
must be present in order to consider an act of aggression as a humanitarian intervention:
1) There must be a recognition of some imminent threat by an organized

group of perpetrators to some group of people who are imagined as
victims. These victims must be considered to be in need of rescue; and
all other - pacific - efforts to rescue them must have been attempted
and failed, so that the use of military force, then, necessarily represents
a last resort.
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2) In general, humanitarian intervention ought to be welcomed by the
subjects of gross violations of human rights and is not dependent on
the consent of rulers who are the source of their peoples' suffering (Kolb
2003: 119).'
3) The intent of the rescuers must be moral and ethical in nature, and
may neither be based on self-interest (i.e., the acquisition of territory
or resources), nor national interest exclusively.The war must be publicly
acknowledged as a hunianitarian intervention, and the humanitarian
goals must be specified (Lang 2003)."
4) Such humanitarian interventions must be approved by the U.N. Security Council and, thereby, have the sanction of international law
(Chesterman 2001: 236).
5) The basic humanitarian goals must have a reasonable chance of success
and once accomplished, the intervention must not mutate into something else - such as the destruction of the sovereignty of the state and
its leaders, the acquisition of material resources, or the implementation
of a program of nation-building (Cook 2003: 153).

Based on these criteria, humanitarian interventions - generally speaking are not transformative events, but "reactive" ones. They do not aim to eradicate the social-structural sources that give rise to crises and violations of
human rights, but, instead, are meant to alleviate thelatter. They areessentially
conservative, in the sense that they conserve the status quo formations; the
criteria for humanitarian intervention are so rigidly specified that a good
number of the worst violations of human rights are tolerated and allowed to
occur. This was the case in Iraq, and has been the case in many other situations
of great social suffering in the modern world.
In his very title - "War in Iraq: Not A Humanitarian War" - Roth wants
to be perfectly clear about establishing the ontological reality of the war: it is
not a humanitarian war. The central criterion that he appears to adopt as the
basis for his classification is that the aim and intent of the war were not to
prevent genocide, which, for him, is the principle determining factor for what
constitutes a legitimate humanitarian intervention. Roth notes (presumably
speaking as the director of Human Rights Watch for the entire organization):
In our view, as a tlireshold matter, humanitarian intervention that occurs without the consent of the relevant government can be justified only in the face of

' llumanitarian interventio~~of a non-military aid, such as the provisio~~
of food, medicine,
or other forms of assistance, can be by invitation of rulers (Kolb 2003: 119).
"ang
does Ilote that intent alone is not a necessary condition, but, rather: "a mix of nlotives,
nieans, and outcomes must all playa role in determining if an intervention is humanitarian
or not" (1003: 3 ) .
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ongoing or imminent genocide, or conlparable mass slaughter or loss of life. TO
state the obvious, war is dangerous. In theory it can be surgical, but the reality
is often highly destructive, with a risk of enorn~ousbloodshed. Only large-scale
murder, we believe, can justify the death, destruction, and disorder that so often
are inherent in war and its aftermath. Other forms of tyranny are deplorable
and worth working intensively to end, but they do not in our view rise to the
level that would justify the extraordinary response of military force. Only mass
slaughter might permit the deliberate taking of life involved in using military
force for humanitarian purposes.
Roth, thus, sets the threshold for humanitarian intervention as "genocide
prevention" -and only that. States and international organizations may only
engage in humanitarian intervention reactively, when there is a distinct threat
of genocide, or when genocide is actually occurring. What this means is that
humanitarian intervention can never be justified except in cases of actual or
impending genocide. This is an unnecessarily restrictivevie~vofhumanitarian
intervention. Even though genocide is "the crime of crimes," is it really the
case that humanitarian intervention ought to be reserved only for this crime
against humanity and this crime alone?
Let us imagine, for a moment, that in the year 1995 Saddanl Hussein had
decided that each day he would publicly torture fifty children of suspected
dissidents, and, afterwards, televise the beheading of ten women suspected
of prostitution. Further, let us imagine that in the same year, the world community finally came to a firm determination about what exactly constitutes
genocide (there is, of course, no consensus at present), and established a
threshold that, if met, would lead to swift and severe humanitarian intervention to stop it. Imagine that, soon after this, Saddam Hussein began a program
of mass killing that approached that threshold, but intentionally fell short of
it in order to escape the sanction of "humanitarian intervention."
Thus, if genocide prevention were regarded the only acceptable criterion for
humanitarian intervention, then whole classes of human rights abuses would
be relegated to the niargins of concern: the systematic torture and killing of
people would be allowable and acceptable, and could proceed without sanction. Even worse, if rulers such as Saddani Hussein were to know what demarcates the threshold of genocide, they would be further emboldened to engage
in genocidal actions that approach that threshold, but never actually meet
it. Such rulers, who always operate referentially and reflexively in assessing
what they think other parties will or will not do in response to their behavior, would know fully that they would be safe from outside intervention so long as they managed their atrocities within the established parameters
of what is acceptable. If Roth's view firmly establishes the principle that only
genocide prevention is an acceptable rationale for humanitarian intervention,
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then it leaves open the possibility - a possibility that is, actually, all too real
in the moderli world - for despots and tyrants to violate human rights in any
way, shape, or form, as long as they remain under the threshold for humanitarian intervention: rather than acting as an impediment to human rights
abuses, such a threshold would actually embolden human rights violators to
li~rtherviolate human rights with impunity.
There is another issue, alluded to above, related to the problematic question
01. how genocide is defined by the international comn~unity.There is clearly
r l ~ consensus
r
on the issue, but one thing that is clear is that the international
.~>nimiinity
has had a very difficult time defininggenocide with enough clari ~ v.;(I that resolute action against it can proceed. The lack of humanitarian
~;ircrvcntionin Bosnia and Rwanda was, in large part, a result of the fact that
!!IC> I'nited Nations- as well as those states that had the power to intervene .auld not come to an agreement as to whether these situations were, in fact,
i:i>r.lnies of genocide. While foreign powers were deciding on this issue 4.
tclr practical reasons, specifically avoiding the use of the term "genocide"
rl.'nil,t doing so - the mass killing continued unabated. In the cases of both
li)>nia and Rwanda, this was something of a "green light" to those who
\wrc, planning to commit genocide, as they recognized that Western hesita:tl~:r)could not lead to intervention. Roth argues that there was no evidence
:?..it Saddam Hussein was planning another genocide; this may or may not
true. In 1988, the regime of Saddam Hussein waged the Anfal campaign
.i;.iin\t
the Kurds in Northern Iraq, a planned and systematic program of
i t i . i \ > murder, torture, deportation, and cultural destruction. This canlpaign
;on\tituted genocide in the view of Human Rights ~k'atch.'~
After the Gulf
\f'.\r in 1991 and throughout the 1990s, the lraqi regime engaged in an all-out
..i~np,~ignof devastation against the Ma'dan. or Marsh Arabs, Shi'a Muslims
;\-!;13
inhabited the marshlands of Southern Iraq. This campaign was char.~kic,ri/edby mass executions, widespread imprisonment, torture, and forced
nii~rations;Human Kights Watch estimates that from an original population
_'3),000 in 1991, the population of Ma'dan in their ancestral homelands
,+\ .i\ rcduced to 40,000 by 2003 (HRW 2003). This certainly constitutes a mass
.:line against humanity ifnot, according to standard sociological definitions,
3 gcnoiidal campaign. So the fact ofthe matter is that Saddam Hussein perperriwcl , ~least
t
one genocide and another campaign that was, at the very least,
+.nuiidal. In his chapter, Roth allows for the possibility that humanitarian
i!~!l*r).t.ntionmight be justified if there were an impending genocide, as was

thc reasoning in considering Kosovo to he a humanitarian intervention (it
appeared that Milosevic was planning a repeat ofthe Bosnian genocide in the
fields of Kosovo). I would like to leave open the question of whether humanitarian intervention could be justified, based o n a reasonable suspicion that
it might occur again. But o n the other hand, it seems reasonable, in thinking
about whether or not humanitarian intervention is justifiable, to consider that
those who have already committed genocide - not once but twice - ought
to be considered at danger to commit it again. When coupled with other
considerations of gross violations of human rights, this possibility must figure into the equation that assesses the potential for genocide. Another way
of putting this might be: why would anyone seriously committed to human
rights and genocide prevention want to give a potential gcliocirluirc with a
track record in committing the crime the benefit of the doubt? Roth's views,
in this regard, are very little different than many opponents of the war, who
continually gave SaddaniHusseinthebenefit ofthe doubt, in spite ofhis outrageous violations ofhuman rights, acts ofgenocide, and over-flaunting of U.N.
resolutions.
In any case, even ifwe suspend the question of what constitutes a threat to
commit genocide, we are still left with the central question of whether or not
humanitarian intervention can be justified in cases of non-genocidal gross
violations of human rights.
Roth himselfseems aware of the contentions of those who arguedthat there
could be positive human rights consequences to war beyond simply stopping
mass killing. He notes:
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Because the Iraq war was not mainly about saving the lraqi people from r i m s
slaughter, and because n o such slaughter was then ongoing or imminent, Hunlan
Rights Watch a t the time took no position ior or against the war. A humanitarian
rationale was occasionally offered for the war, hut it was so plainly subsidiary to
other reasons that we felt no need to address it. Indeed, if Saddam Hussein had
been ovcrthrown and the issue of weapons of mass destruction reliably dealt
with, there ile;lrlywould have been no war, e\.en ifthe successor government \\ere
just as repressive. Sonzc U T S I I P ~tJltit Htin2ti11Rights IVatch s11ouLlslipport a war
1u1rnchr.don othcr
i f it tvoirld arguably leati to significant hunran rights
improvements. But tlre substantial risk that wars guitied 11). non-llurnurritarrurr
goals will ~ n d u r 1 ~ thuman
.r
rights kt'eps us from ildopting thatposition. (Emphasis
added)
Roth's argument that other hu~nanitarianrationales were simply not even
worthy of addressing is truly remarkable, given the fact that Human Rights
Watch has done more than any other international non-governmental organization(NG0) to document the gross violations ofhuman rights in Iraq. Does
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it seem too much to ask the very organization that made us aware of such
gross violations in Iraq to at least consider other rationales for the war, rather
than dismissing them out of hand? Aso odd is Roth's concern about the "risk
that wars guided by non-humanitarian goals will endanger human rights." It
is hard to imagine how leaving Saddam Hussein in power (and substantially
emboldened by the appeasement of institutions of global governance, just as
he was after the first GulfWar) could in any way not "endanger human rights."
And in spite of the fact that the war in Iraq has many negative consequences,
it is still hard to imagine that the war has "endangered human rights" more
than Saddam Hussein. Perhaps it is the case that, given the chaos of post-war
Iraq, Roth could be said to have been astute in his predictions; however, ultimately, this question must be considered from a consequentialist standpoint
and can be stated quite simply is Iraq better off now than it was under Saddam
EIussein? Tliose who argue that it is better off now bear the burden of having
to justify their view in light of the physical and human costs of the war and
the current problems in post-war Iraq. Those who argue that it was better off
under Saddam must bear the burden (and moral consequences) of arguing
that any population could be better off under a regime that was, arguably,
one of the greatest violators of human rights in modern times.
Puttingaside the issue ofRoth's disnlissal ofany humanitarian rationales for
a moment, a more central question becomes: why was it the case that the war
could never be seen by Roth, or others, as having any positive consequences
for human rights? Many in the human rights community were not even
\villing to entertain the thought. It ought to have been obvious that the nlost
immediate consequence of the war would be the removal of Saddam Hussein
and his regime - the central sources of human rights violations; thus, it
is hard to imagine that Human Rights Watch, which has protably compiled
more damning information on Saddam's crimes than any other organization,
could not have recognized this act alone as an ontological improvement in
the situation of the Iraqi people. To be fair, Roth and others were most likely
concerned about the unpredictable consequences and outcomes of such a
war: it would, indeed, cause a degree of chaos and ontological insecurity in
Iraqi society, which would lead to negative outcomes.
Ho~vever,it is seldom the case in revolutions that aim to depose tyranny
that a clear vision of the future is articulated at the same time that the fight
for liberation is proceeding. The radical British political philosopher Norman
Geras has termed the overthrow of Saddam Hussein a revolution; and I substantially agree with his assessment, while stressing that it was a revolution
that only could have occurred with decisive intervention by powers greater
than those of Saddam Hussein (Geras 2005). It seems, though, as if Roth was

looking well beyond the deposing ofthe tyrant, and seeing Thermidor, when I
would argue that in situations in which the imperative to overthrow a tyranny
is 1' s clear as it was in Iraq, the decision not to support the revolution because
you see only Thermidor is a mistake. And while opponents of the war would
now like to paint a picture of post-war Iraq as Thermidor, it is, in fact, a far
cry from that.
Koth notes that he does not mean to ignore the plight of the Iraqi people,
in spite of his denial that they ought to be aided:
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In stating that the killing in Iraq did not rise to a level that justified humanitarian

intervention, we are not insensitive to the a~lfulplight of the traqi people. \Ye
are aware that summary executions occurred with disturbing frequency in Iraq
d
brutality. Such
up to the end ofsaddam Husseilr's rule, as did torture ~ n other
atrocities should be met with public, diplomatic,and economic pressure, as well
as prosecution. But hefore taking the substantial risk to life that is inherent in
any war, mass slaughter should be taking place or imminent. That was not the
case in Saddam Hussein's Iraq in March 2003.
But this raises exactly a point that neither Roth nor other opponents of
the war have ever really considered: how is it that Saddam Hussein could
have been stopped with "public, diplomatic, and economic pressure, as well
as prosecution"? The entire history of his regime is, in some ways, a story
of victory against such pacific and \veil-intentioned means. Indeed, he even
survived a multilateral war against him in 1991, and further intensified his
genocidal policies and gross violations of human rights after his military
defeat. The idea that, somehow, Saddam Hussein could be indicted or prosecuted by anybody in the world, all the wrhile enjoying fill1 member status in
while being treated as a negotiating partner with U.N.bodies and
the U.N.
other states, while enjoying the fiscal and material support of powerful U.N.
Security Council members such as France and Germany, seems fantastical.
Even more fantastical is the idea - very often taken as a matter of faith in
the international community - thdt, somehow, the indictment and/or prosecution of Saddam Hussein by some international tribunal while he was still
in power, and being treated as a b o n u j d e member of the Society of Peoples,
\vould have any practical positive consequences for human rights at all. Prosecutions do not stop human rights violations; human rights violations are
stopped by interventions. Moreover, Roth seems to accept, a priori, that war
would have a far worse consequence than allowing Saddam Hussein to remain
in power. He argues:
Another factor for assessing the humanitarian nature of an intervention is
whether it is reasonably calculated to make things better rather than worse
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in the country invaded. One is tenipted to say that anything is better than living under the tyranny of Saddarn Hussein, but unfortunately, it is possible to
i~uaginescenarios that are even worse. Vicious as liis rule was, chaos or abusive
civil war might well become even deadlier, and it is too early to say whether such
violence might still emerge in Iraq.

The very fact that so many people found some justification for the interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo - even though they were technically outside
of the bounds of international law - means that we ought to apply the same
logic to the lraq war. As mentioned, the argument that motive and inten( are
the most important criteria for considering whether a war is humanitarian is
not valid. Rather, some consideration of the moral and ethical consequences
of the war ~iiustalso figurc into the equation. For many of those who supported the war o n human rights grounds (an admittedly small group), the
rationales provided by the Bush Administration were deeply problematic,
and, in fact, made support of the war (in any form) a difficult choice to make.
But one common thread that united such people was the ability to see that,
bcyond the failures of ideological justifications, and beyond the failures of
institutions of global governance and international law, one had to consider
the likely positive consequences of the war; and upon such balance, many of
those who supported the war felt that the positive consequences and benefits
for the Iraqi people potentially outweighed the negative costs. Even more
importantly, many of those who supported the war on these terms did so
with conscious recognition that it was not they alone who were making the
cost-benefit determination, but the Iraqi people. We who supported the war
were, first and foremost, ethnographers of the conscience and desire of the
lraqi people, as well.

O n this view, the immediate consequence of removing one of the most
heinous violators ofhunian rights fro111power is subordinated to some greater
concern that the situation might worsen after his renloval. To solne extent,
Roth's logic is vindicated by some of the negative outcomes since the war:
Isla~nistfundamentalist resistance, the rise of factionalism, and the fractious
nature of emergent politics. But of course, these outcomes - which are very
real, and, which were to be expected - must be offset by considering sorne of
the positive outcomes of the war, outconles that are seldom acknowledged by
critics who wihh to see the war in the most negative terms possible in order
to vindicate their original position against it. In any case, it can by no means
be ascertained now that chaos o r abusive civil war has been the dominant
result of the war, even though we are disposed by negative media coverdge
to see it that wqr. The niishandlings of the post-war situation by the Bush
Administration were many: too few soldiers were used, there was n o plan for
winning the peace, that policing was carried out by soldiers who were not
trained as policen~en.The latter, though, were not in any way determined to
happen - but, to thc detriment of the Iraqi people, they did; while they have
watered down some of the more idealistic expectations of Iraqis, they have
not extinguished them.
Finally, in his chapter, Koth holds to the conventional wibdorn of the internationalcommunity (and ofthc human rights com~nunityas well) that, somehow, international law is the best hope for the protection of human rights.
Clearly, this is neither a view that the majority of Bosnian Muslims, Kwandan
Tutsi, Kosovar Albanians, or Afghanis under the Taliban (or numcrous other
people in other extreme situations of danger 1v11o require rescue) would have
taken at the time when they were subjected to crimes against them, nor is it a
position that survivors would take now. In each of these cases, those who were
victims of genocide and gross violations of hunlan rights begged for deliverance from the institutions of global governance, and, to this day, resent that
it was not provided for them. (Indeed, as I have discovered in Bosnia, much
ofthe post-conflict resentment is directed not only towards perpetrators, but
3150 towards those who knew what was going o n and did nothing to stop it:
a phenomenon that I refer to as "nested resentments.") For it was precisely
under the cover of international law that many of the gross violations of the
human rights of these peoples were allowed to occur.

T h e Human Rights Case for the War in Iraq:
A Consequentialist-SociologicalView
In what follo\vs, I would like to offer something of '1 phe~lonienological
journey, which gives those who might be puzzled by the strange and dissident
view of the human rights case for the war some sense of what we who made
this case felt and experienced as we faced the impending war and eventually
made o u r stand in support of it. For those of us liberals who supported the
war in Iraq, one of the principal reasons for doing so was to express solidarity
with the Iraqi people. On the eve of the war, it was clear to many of us -mostly
through networks of displaced Iraqis and other information emanating from
Iraq, as well as site vicits to various places in lraq and extended conversations
with Iraqis - that the majority of Iraqi people wanted to see Saddam Hussein
deposed, and wcre quite open about the means by which to achieve that end."
In short, it seenlrd to us that the principal ethnographic reality was that most
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Table 3.1.

Tdhle 3.2.
Overall, how would you say t h i ~ l g sare going in your life
these days very good, quite good, quite bad, o r very b ~ d ?

From today's perspective a n d all things considered, was it absolutely
right, s o n ~ e w h aripht,
t
somewhat wrong, o r absolutely wrong that
the US-led coalition forces invaded Iraq i n Spring 2003?

Absolutely right
Somewhat right
Somewhat wrong
Absolutely wrong
TOTAL

S o ~ i r c u :Osford

Count

Yo

520
759
343
694
2316

22.5
32.8
14.8
30.0
100.0

-

-

Combined Yo

Very good
Quite good
Quite had
\'try had

55.2
44.8
100.0

TOTAL

Count

Yu

Comhined 9~7

355
1501
376
392
2624

13.5
57.2
14.3
15.0
100.0

70.7
29.3
100.0

-

Solrrc?. Oxtord Resrarih International, February 2004

Research International, Febru,~ry2004

of the Iraqi people supported the war as a means of liberation from tyranny.
In the years before the war, it had been very difficult to get any valid o r reliable
surveys of opinion from Iraq; so, ethnographic sensibilities were extremely
important, if not somewhat tentative and risky.
Yet, in the months following the war, new survey research seemed to confirm on a more general lcvel, the supposition that ~llostIraqis supported
the war and wished to see Saddam Hussein deposed, according to Oxford
Iiesearsh International, which has cominissioned and carried out five waves
of systematic social research o n the opinions and attitudes of the Iraq people
in the post-war situation. The results of this survey, overall, show that that, in
spite of the costs of the war, problems with insurgencies, and the humiliating
experience of occupation, a majority of surveyed Iraqis supported the war."
As T ~ b l e3.1 shows, in February of 2004, almost one year after the war
and occupation, 55.2 percent of Iraqis felt that the war was absolutely right
or somewhat right, while 44.8 percent felt that it was somewhat wrong or
absolutely wrong. In addition, in contrast to the negative imagery that was
the nlainstay of the Westcrn press regarding Iraq, in February 2004, there was

a rather remarkable optimism about the present and future among Iraqis.
Table 3.2 indicates that 71 percent of Iraqis felt that their lives at the time
were very good or quite good, as opposed to 29 percent of Iraqis who felt that
things were quite bad or very bad.
Table 3.3 shows that, in comparison with their lives a yedr before the war,
57 percent of Iraqis felt that things were llluch better or somewhat better
overall in their lives, 21 pericnt felt that things were ahout the same and only
19 percent felt that things were somewhat worse or much worse.
And what is most striking is the overwhelming sense of o p t i m i s n ~expressed
by Iraqis about the future. As Table 3.4 indicates, a huge majority of Iraqis,
82 percent, felt that things overall in their lives would be much better or somewhat better a year from February 2004. It is vital to stress that these measures
of optimism occur in a post-war, occupation situation, rife with violence,
Table 3.3.
Compared t o n year ago, I mean before the war i n Spring 2003,
are things overaIl i n your life m u c h better now, somewhat
better, about t h e s'trne, somewhat worse, o r m u c h worse?
-

.-

"
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All of the data presented in this chapter In the form of tables Jrr tahrn fr,m Chh~rdRejearch
1ntern.ltional's National Surveys of Iraq in February .~ndJunr of 2004, Thrsr full reports,
as well as the results ofsur~~eys
prior to February and ongoing futurr rcpnrts ofsuicessi\,e
waves ofresearch can be found at: http://w~n~~.oxfordresearcl~.co~n/~~uI~licatio~s.ht~l.
Thew
reports are rich with data about all aspects of Iraqis' lives. .lnd I hdve drawn sclectivcly from
them to illustrate pattcrns of puhl~copinion that favor .I 1lurnanitdri.ln .lrgunlcnt for the
war and the results that I present here must be compared with ongoing rvcnti in Iraq and
future surveys that will have been published by the time of this chapter ~ppcaringIn p i n t .
1 gratefully '~iknowledgethe work of Oxford International Resrarih, '111cipermiision to utr
their data in this chdpter.

Count
Much better now
Sorne~vliatbetter
About the same
Soniewh,~tworse
hluch worse
10T.4L
-Soiirir:

581
917
618
338
156
2609

C o n l b i ~ ~ O/O
ed
22.3
35.1
23.7
12.9
6.0
100.0

Oxford Resc'lrch Internat~onal,February 2004.

57.4
23.7
18.9
100.0
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Table 3.4.

Table 3.6

TVhat is your expect'ltion for how things overall in your life will
be in a year fronl now? TYill they be ~nuchbetter, somewhat
better, about the same, solnewhat worse, or much worse?

Apart from right ~ n wrong,
d
do you feel the
US-led co,llition force invasion:

-

hluth better
Somewhat better
About the same
Somewh'it worse
hluch wor\e

Cour~t

Yo

975
911
250

42.2
39.4
10.8
3.7
3.9
100.0

86

91
2312

TOTAL

Combined 06

Humiliated Iraq
1,iberated lracl

81.5
10.8

TOTAL

:
Yes, was i\.orth it
No, \ V A S not wort11 it

I

Baghdad

--

61

>i

28

38
-

-. -

1092
1109
2202

49.7
50.3
100.0

I .I

l(lU.0

Thinking ;lhot~tthe I~a~.dships
you might have suficl.cd since the i ~ ~ v a s ido
o ~yo11
~,
think o~lstingSaddam Hussein WJS worth it7
-

?h

Sollriz: Oxford Resedrch International, Febl.u.lry 2004.

--

social, political and economic problems, and are even more astounding in t h ~ t
light.
A few months later, in April of 11001, the Roper Center for Public Opinion
Research surveyed Iraqis and found that more than a year after the war and
occupation, 61 percent of Iraqis said that in spite of the hardships they had
endured under war and occupation, ousting Saddam Hussein was worth it.
ivhile only 28 percent felt that it was not. As Table 3.5 shows, there are regional
and religious variations, but still a quite sizeable m'ljority, even in the face
of the hardships of war, felt that the remo\,al of Saddam was a positive event
(and this view did not change hardly at all in Raghdi~dfrom April 2003 to
April 2004).
Another f;~scinatingfinding ofthe Februxy 2004 survey by Oxford Internat of Iraqis felt t h ~ t
tional Research, shown bclo~vin Table 3.6, is that ~ h o u half
the U.S.-led coalition force libcruted Iraq, while about half felt it humiliated
Iraq.

- --

Count

.

Bdgl~d'~ci
2003

Shiite Areas

62
30

74
I7
-

-

So~irrt,: Ch'N?lIS.A T(~d.l!lC;~tllupPoll, provided 11) the i ' z ~ i k rfor Puhlic Opinion KeseC1rcii,A p r i l
2004.

It is important to note that many Iraqis are of two minds dbout the war:
they see it, simultaneously, as an act of liberation and - especially ill the
occupation phase - of hu~niliation.Most observers of the war have not been
able to grasp the fact that these two feelings of the war could coexist; but
in each case, the existence of the two attitudes is explainable in relation to
the social-structural s o ~ ~ r cthat
e s have given rise to then]: gratitude for relief
tl-om totalitarian domination in the case of the experience of liberation, and
suspicion and resentment about the imposition of a new regime of occupation
over \\rhich the average person had little control.
Although there is n o systematic data before the war, or immediately after,
one might hypothesize that these numbers ofsupporters and those who experienced the war as liberation might have been even higher. In any case, such
survey results have not enjo~redwide attention in Western publics, and contradict the narrative of negativity about the war and the vieivs of the Iraqi
people, which was a convenient ni~rrativefor those who were against the war
in seeking to delegitirnate it.
Lest 1 p.~inttoo optin~istica scenario, though, it is important to note that '1s
the post-war situation deteriorated, mostly due to the violence of the insurgency and the lack of securit): the views of Irdqis changed considerably by
June 11004, which is the latest survey research published by Oxford Research
Ii~ternationalby the time of this writing. The views of lraqis began to become
increasingly negative. Table 3.7 indicates that only four months later, 11 percent of Iraqis felt that the war was absolutelv right o r somewhat right, while
59 percent felt that it was solnewhat wrong o r absolutely wrong.
Still, Iraqis maintained a clear sense that things were still going well for
them and expressed a rather strong degree of optimism about the future.
Table 3.8 sho\vs that 55 percent of Iraqis still felt that their lives were very
good o r quite good (and the majority of 1 3 percent still perceive life as "quite
good"), while 1 5 percent felt that things were quite bad o r very bad.
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Table 3.7.

Table 3.9.

From tod~y'sperspective and all things considered, was it absolutely
right, somewhat right, somewh.it wrong, or absolutely wrorlg that
the US-led coalition forces invaded Iraq in Spring 2003?

Cornpared to a year ago, I mean before the war in Spring 2003, are
things overall in your life much better now, much worse, somewhat
better, about the same, son~ewh,itworse, or much worse?

Count
Absolutely right
Somewhat right
Somcwhat wrong
Absolutely wrong
TOTAL

373
782
728
947
2830

Count

Combined O/b

0,)

13.2
27.6
25.7
33.5
100

40.8
59,2
100.0

Much better now
Somewhat better
About the same
Somewhat worse
Much worse
TOTAL

So~iri~,:
oxford Research Intrrnation~l,June 2004.

Source:

'Table 3.9 shows a declinc in ~rell-beingin comparison with o n e year before,
with 44 percent of Iraqis feeling that they were better off, 32 perccnt felt
that things were about the same, and 25 percent indicated that things wcre
somewhat worse or ~ n u c hworse.
Finall!; Table 3.10 indicates a persistent optimism a m o n g the Iraqi peopke:
64 percent of thern had the expectation t h ~t th i n g overall in their lives would
be much better or somewhat better, 18 percent espcctcd that they would be
about the same, and 19 percent felt that things ~voulilbc somewhat worse or
much worse.
So there is clearly some decline in Iraqis' perceptions of the war and their
lives, but nonetheless, the data indicate overall that many Iraqi peoplc express
positive opinions about their lives and futures, even in the ~ n i d s tof llic.
chaos of the post-w.lr period. T h e decline from February to June is nlostly
d u e to concerns about security a n d the coalition forces' s o ~ n r t i m e sgross
Table 3.8.
Overall, how would you say things are going in your life tl~cse
days - very good, quite good, quire bad, or very had?

--

Very good
Quite good
Quite had
Very bad
TOTAL
Soirrc-c,:

'%I

373
1281
866
472
2993

12.5
42.8
28.9
15.8
100.0

--

Oxil~rdResearch International, June 2004

Comhincd 'h,
55.3
44.7
100.0

11.8
31.8
31.5
18.4
6.5
100.0

Cornbinsd 9.0
43.6
31.5
24.9
100.0

ilxford Rcse,lrch Ilitcrna~iondl,June 2004.

mismanagement of the occupation. Such events as the h b u Ghraib prison
abubes could only work against the view of the war as a humanitarian venture. In the June survey of public opinion, 67 percent of Iraqis wcre surprised
by lhe revelatio~lsof h u ~ n a nrights abuses at Xbu Ghraib, while 33 percent
were not surprised. Nonetheless, most Iraqis d o not feel that this was a matter
of systelnatic policy of the U.S. government, nor d o they think that it is at all
rilorally conlparable to the pr,tctices of Saddanl'h regime; 54 perccnt of Iraqis
felt that the abuse of prisoners at Abu Ghraib were carried o u t by fewer t h a n
iOO people, while only 26 percent felt that inore people were involved, and a
scant 20 percent thought that the behavior of soldiers at the prison indicated
that the entire United States was like this (OR1 2004: 31). The nlajority of

What is your expectation for how things overall in your life will be
in a year from now? \Vill they be much better, somewhat hetter,
about the same, soniewl~atworse, or much worse?

-

Count

347
933
922
538
190
2931

..

Count

il,o

724
967
463
335
155
2664

27.4
36.6
17.5
12.7
5.9
100.0

Comhined " o

- --

Much hetter
Soniewh~tbetter
About the sdn1~1
Somewhat worsc
Much worse
TOTAL

Couric: Oxiord Research International, Tune 2004.

64.0
17.5
18.6
100.0

100
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Iraqis d o not think that the Abu Ghraib scandal was a systematic policy of
the U.S. administration, even though Abu Ghraib has been cited extensivel!by anti-war opponents as a violation of jtis post bclllrtn ethics, which they
call upon to question the just ad bellurn justiiic~tionsfor the war. Unlike
illost opponents of the war, an overwhelming 76 percent ofIraqis felt that the
h u m m rights abuses at Abu Ghraib would make no difference to the future of
Iraq, except to increase hatred and negative perceptions of Americans (OR1
2004: 32).
It is clear from sur17eyresults that many Iraqis would like the occi~pation
to end and for coalition forces to leave. In June 2004, 34 percent felt they
should leave now, although nlost felt that they should stay for varying time
periods, with 28 percent believing they should not leave until a permanent
government is in place (OR1 2004: 34). Even so, this desire does not mitigate a
desire for democracy o n and to take control of their own destiny: a sentiment
which is entirely in keeping with the human rights case for the war - a case
which has never been about imposing a regime of rights o n the Iraqi people.
but which has always valued the restoration of their sovereignty agency, and
right to self-detern~ination.
111 the wake ofthe war-with risingdisconteiit about the war and increasiilg
resistance - it is clear that public opinion in Iraq in favor of thc war began to
change. Yet, from the existing survey data that we have - ~vhisli,though quite
substantial, is seldom referred to in discussions of the war - w e can discern
that this was conseq~ientialto the failures in a d n ~ i ~ ~ i s t r a tand
i o l illanagenlent
~
of the occupation, rather than attributable to a fundamental realignment of
an original position of moral support for the war.
These Gcts about public oyiiiion confirm, for iue, the rightness of my initial stance of support for thc rvar as an act of solidarity with the majority of
the Iraqi people. One of the most troubling aspects of the rcspollsc to the war,
however, is that ninny people who were against the war si~nplyignored such
public oyinioll, or-even worse- distorted it to serve thcir own anti-war positions. The dominant concern, at least of the more pacifistic anti-war forces,
was for the number of civilians who \vould be killed in the war. Although this
is a legitimate concern, it was often expressed without consideration of the
actual wishes and desires of the majority of the Iraqi people: their collective
public opinion has indicated that they were willi~lgto suffer a certain degree
of short-term pain for the more pleasurable outcome of liberation from over
thirty years of despotism, and the more enduring prospect of achieving some
measure of collective happiness from a deinocratic f i ~ t i ~ rIn
e . short, a deterlnination of whether the war was just has been based not o n a sterile, utilitariai~
calculus made froni the outside, but a consideration ofthe illoral calculus used
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i v the Iraqi people themselves, which has been made apprehensible through
;he tools of social-scientific research.
This positive public opinion of the Iraqi people toward the war was a kind
of inoral capital of which the Rush Adniinistration - i n offering its rationales
for the war - never failed to squander. It is, indeed, one of the great failures of
the administration of the post-jziar occupation. For if it could be ascertained
.ind docunlented that the Iraqi people were in favor of the war, and this fact
h ~ been
d
stressed by the Bush Administration, it would have made the case
,111 the more conlpelling froin a human rights perspective. The result, in my
o
generally against the war, might have
opinion, is that more liberals. ~ v h were
!>',en inclined to support it on traditional liberal internationalist grounds. In
my experience, liberal-humanitarians are united by a strong sense ofsolidarity
:\.ith the jveak. While many of us did not expect George W. Hush to take a
,trongstand o n human rights, many of us felt disillusioned by the fact that our
it.!t-liberal colleagues not only did not stand in solidarity with the Iraqi people
g gain st Saddam, but also turned steadfastly against the war and left the Iraqi
people to the vicissitudes of their dictator and tlie ethically challenged systeni
international law. Left-liberals who had so long championed resistance to
r\,l.anny and fascism in, say, Latin America, South Africa, and elsewhere, as
\\ell as resistance to imperialism throughout the twentieth century, suddenly
~ o u n dthemselves enthralled with the empire of internatiolial law, the neo~mperialmachinations of France and Germany, and the inclination to reduce
rile entire Ivar to a reductive RZarxist scheme of "blood tor oil" or the "quest
ior Americil~iempire." Thc result ~ v a sa distantiation from the very ethical
principles that are the core of liberal internationalism: solidarity with the
iieak, anti-fascism, anti-totalitarianism, and the f~indamentalprinciples of
human rights. Oiily a sillall handful ofliberals were making the argument that
\Ye ought to coixsider the public opinion and desires ofIraqis as a central aspect
ofour positions on the \\.ar. The imperative of solidarity with the weak became
~nvisible,masked by concerns about international l~wv,the motivations of
George
Bush, and the fear of An~ericanempire - anything else but the
t.lementa1 sense of solidarity~vitlithe oppressed, which, for me, is tlie defining
~haracteristicof liberal conscience.
A human rights case for the war h , ~ sdepended, fundamentally, o n iinag~ n i n gboth the consequences of not going to war, and of the war itself. The
consequence of not going to war \\.auld have been the appeasement of Saddam Hussein and a toleration of brutality of his regime. The consequence
of not going to war would have been to allow international law to hecoine
a tool of tyrants who have a keen sense of how to manipulate the Western
(and, especially, the European) desire for peace at all costs. The consequence
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of not going to war was to seriously jeopardize the legitimacy of the United
Nations and its central decision-making apparatus, the Security Council. The
consequence of not going to war would have been to confirm the very fact that
the ethical basis of the entire global order - the U.N. Declaration of Human
Rights -was, for the Iraqi people, a meaningless rhetorical charade.
This does not mean that most of those who supported the war 011 the
liberal grounds, which I have laid out here, made this decision lightly. As
I have noted, the decision to support the war - at least in my case - was
made with the conscious knowledge that the Iraqi people were looking to
the West for deliverance and that - flawed though war is as a means to this
end - a war promised them that, at least in the short run. Let us imagine for
n moment that the Iraqi people are agents who desire to make a I-evolution
against their dictator. Furthermore, as educated people, they are fully aware
that many people in the rest of the world enjoy human rights and freedoms,
which they have been denied. These agents are also fully aware that many
of the world's most powerful states have previously aligned themselves - for
rccllpolitik reasons - with their oppressors, while at the same time continuing
to hold onto the possibility that it will not always be that way. Now, let 11s
imagine that these very same people get wind of the fact that the American
president, with several key allies, is riow set to depose their dictator: that is,
is willing to assist them in their revolution. They also recop~~ize
that various
other powerfi~lstates, such as France and Germany, are allied against the
American president, and, therefore, against them. They have little or no fttith
in ,I system of intcrn,itional la\\. that, although promising them great things,
has never actl~allydelivered them much of anything, except toleration of
their oppression, and econonlic sanctions, which hurt them, hut. ~ctually,
empowered their oppressor both fina:icially and politically. I11 this scenario,
the A~nericanpresident and his allics are really the only means by which these
oppressed people can reclaim their agency and the ability to reclaim their
own sovereignty. They would like to do it another way, but they have n o other
choice. They realize that war will bring with it the dissolution of a certain
way of life, oi~tologicalinsecurity, the deaths of innocents, the deatruction
of economic and material infrastructure, in short, a degree of certain pain.
But, at the same time, these people have already experienced a level of pain
accrued from living for over thirty years in a totalitarian regime that had few
equals in history. They imagine a future, even an imperfect one, in which
they are liber.~tcdfrom their oppression and empowered as agents to choose
their own destiny. They ;Ire not specifically asking to be given a specific set
of rights, or a particular kind of political or econon~icsystem, but to be
given the possibility to act as autonomous agents to choose their own destiny

and self-determination - a possibility that had previously been denied them.
They d o not want to become A~nerica,or a colony of America, but a free
Iraq.
I11 this situation, there can be n o legitimate re'lson to deny these people
the right to assistance and rescue, and by way of that, the right to claim their
human status as free and autonomous agents. 111 his recent work on human
rights, Michael Ignatieff makes an important refor~nulationof what he had
considered to be the central goal of the human rights moven~ent.He notes
that fostering human rights is not so much the act of giving specific rights,
but allo\vingpeople the agency to claim those rights that they desire. Ignatieff
notes:
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Hum.ln rights rnatter because they help people to help thei~~selvea.
They protect their ~lgency.By agency, 1 medn more or less what Isaiah Berlin meant
by "negative liberty," the capacity to achieve rc~tionalintentionb without let
or hinclrance.. .Human rights is a language of individual elilpowerment, and
empowerment for individuals isdesirable because when individuals have agency
they can protect themselves against injustice. Eq~~ally:
~vhen11un1anbeings have
agency, they can dehiie for thm~selveswhat they wish to live ~ n die
d for. In
this bcnse, to emphasize agency is to enipo\cer individuals, but also to impose
limits on Ilun~anrights clainis themselves. To protect Iium;in agency necessarily requires us to protect all individuals' right to choosc the life they sre tit to
Icad.. . . In t1ii.j way of thinking, huniair right dre o~ilya systematic agenda o t
"negative liberty," a tool kit :~g~inst
oppression, a tool kit tI1.1t individual agents
must he free to use as they sec fit withill the broadcr frame of cultural and
religious beliefs that they 1h.e hy. iIgn.ltieff2001: 5;)
Ignatieff's view of "human rights as agency" is all important amendment
~
of h u n ~ a nrights as a kind of "gift" given by the strong to
to the L I S L I ; ~view
the weak. Its importance lies in the klct that it tames the missionary zeal
that characterizes so m ~ i c hof the human rights movement, and, which has
caused people, at various times and places, to insist that people be given
rights, regardless of whether they - ns rigetrts - actually desire them. Ignatieff
is perfectly clear that in some cases - in traditional bluslim societies, for
example - the ideal of the total equality of women and men is something
that the vast majority of people in such societies do not want. Ally attempt
to give them such rights over and against their wishes is a form of "human
rights in~perialisn~,"
better, to be sure, than other forms of more retrograde
imperialism, but imperialism all the same. Rather, what is given to them
is the agency to choose for thenlselves, even if this choice means that they
d o not choose the entire panoply of rights at their disposal. In this sense,
humanitarian intervention, far from being a simple reaction to managing the
consequences of tyranny, is a inore proactive exercise in "negative liberty,"
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an act, even, of what might be called "negative liberation" in the service o i
human agency.
Ignatieii's view is important for making the human rights case for the war in
Iraq, because, in this case, itwns clear that the majority ofthe Iraqi population
1. wanted to be free of Saddam's tyranny and 2. remain co~nmittedto tlie
project of liberation and self-determination and 3. wanted to claim certain
human rights as free agents but 4. were denied that agency by various forces,
among them: Saddam's own repression; the mechanisms of international law,
which denied intervention except o n grounds of genocide; and the realpolitik
~n;~chinatio~ls
ofiertain great powers- France, Gerrnanx Kussia, for instancethat had much to lose if Saddam were to be deposeci. The current scaild'il
about the U.N.
Food-for-Oil prosram and the material interests of aeverol
nations that opposed the war is something that must also be considered as
a L~itorin our consideration as to whether the Iraqi people were bettcr off
consequentially under a regime of international org;~nir.atio~i
or as J result of
~~nilateral
intervention. These various structural forces directly repressed the
a ~ ~ t u n o l nofy the I r q i people as agents who could c1,iim the rights entitled to
them, in principle, by the U.N.Dcclarution of HLII~I,UI
Rights. In this respect,
tlie war was iustifiahle on the simple grounds that it opposcd the internal
and esternkil sources of constraint that nffcctcd the ability o f t h e Iraqi peoplc
to act ;IS agents. The war is then not so much about giving the Iri~clipeoplc.
spc.cific rights, but allo~vingthem as a g e ~ ~tot sconstruct a situation in which
they can claim those rights that they freely choose as a democratic society.
Of course, ~ c c o r d i n gto thib vie~v,if we ace the w,ir in Iraq nrore centl-all)-as the provision of agency to the Iraq people - then we must, necehsarily,
allow t h c ~ nto chooac their own destiny, even if that destiny is not entirely in
keeping with thevision of what the "victorious power" woulcl like to see. The
Americ,un-led coalition is an occupying force, which has led sonie to makc
the cliarge that it is an imperial venture. Yet, at the s;uiie time, the restoration
of sovereignty and the provision of security whilst lraq forges out something
resembling :I de~uocrucy,surely inciicates tli,~t.i~nliketlie e~ilpiresof old, the
current venture is more in keeping ~ v i t hthe principle of self-determi~~atio~~
and the allowance for a collective expression of the agcnc). of the Iraqi people
t h ~ nit is the strict imposition of ;ill imperial design. To the extcnt that the
oicupatioli is an~.thinglnore than that, it is not a success as a "humanitarian
intervention" as I have redescribed that phenon~enonhere. 111sympathy with
thosc who still oppose the w a r on the grounds that it does not really establish
true agency and autonomy to the Iraqi people, I would ~iiyselfw m t to keep
a close eye on events, all the while keeping alive a spirit of liberal h o p that
the history of Ir;~clover the next few years should s h o ~ vthose suspicio~lsto be
without mcrit.
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Concluding Remarks
Having made this elemental human rights case for the war, it is necessary to
self-critically point out the shol-t~ornirigsof it, as a way of further engaging
with those who might not agree with it. In this case, there may be some common issues of concern to share with those who are cr~ticaluf In). arguments.
I end by raising a series of questions and providing some curnmentary.
Are war and viole~lcethe best means by which to promote solidarity with
oppressed peoples? No. T h e decision to go to war, as Kant himself noted,
means that tlie structural processes, which have developed in the "civilized
world" to avert war, are flawed and in need of correction. Those who share
a concern for the illegality of the war according to international law, or who
fear the idea of preeni~ltivewar, are lcgitin~atelycomniittcci to the Eantian
idea of reason ill global affairs. Yet, at the same time, they have failed to
understand the limits of their ow11 rationality as a Incans to counter the
irrationality and persistent tenacity of human right abuses ill the modern
~vorld.The question that the war raises for the filture of global govcrnance
is quite simple: does the politiiiil will exist at the United Nations to seriously
take on and address l i u ~ n a nrights issues, despotisnr, a n d tyranny in ways that
will avert future wars? l'hose hold their faith in tlie United Nations as the "last
"
ask thenist.lves that cluestion ill light of some
best hope of ~ n a n k i ~ l dmuat
of thc arguments presented in this ch'lpter. One positive consequence of the
war in Iracl, which would have cigniticance, more ge~icrally,for the S L I ~ LoIi~ C
global governance, is that it forced a consideration of refor~nsin international
intern<ltionalinstitutions, which might mitigate future possibilities
law Li~iii
of such events occurring again. J.tJhether there is any optimisln about that
~-'ossibilit~
is :I matter for further discussion.
Does the decision to label the lraq war a humanitarian war 011 consequential
grounds jeopardize future human it aria^^ i~ltcrvcntions,\\rhichare more in line
with the conventional wisdom of humanitarian interl'ention as rescue from
gc~iocidc?No, because it is quite conceivable that the i~~stitutions
of global
governance co.:ld be highly successful in the inture in intervening to prevent
genocide, w i ~ h o uany
t reference at all to the case of Iracl. The c,lse ofgenocide
in Darfur, S u d ~ noffers
,
some hope that some consensus on the reality of
genocide there can be forged while the genocide is actually going on, rather
than in an ex post facto way that leaves thousands ofpeoyle dead ' ~ n dgenerates
the weak and self-serving apologies re~lderedby those who failed to act. It
is quite conceivable that the world community, working through the U~iited
Nations, could multilaterally decide to intervene in Sudan to stop the mash
killing there, although at the time of this writing, it appears that the same old
pattern of avoidance, negotiation, and considerations of re~lpolitikwill win
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the day a n d we will find ourselves, in five years' time, asking t h e s a m e question
that we e n d e d u p asking a b o u t Bosnia o r R ~ v a n d a h: o w d i d w e let it h a p p e n ?
There is a tirlie w h e n t h e rhetoric o f "never again" becolrles tiresome in light
o f the failure o f m y appreciable social-structural changes to redress t h e fact
that - over a n d over again - t h e institutions that are designed to protect a n d
foster h u m a n rights have failed in t h e worst ways imaginable.
Does t h e decision t o go to w'lr in contravention o f international law m e a n
that a plethora o f similar "liurnanitarian interventions" of a bogus nature
will he unleashed by powerful actors w h o claim t o b e acting in t h e interests
o f humanity, b u t actually have irnperial o r other less idealistic ambitions?
Possibly. But, n o t necessarily. T h e possibility o f this h a p p e n i n g o u g h t t o be
seen in light o f a n actual consideration o f t h e historical record a n d there is n o
evidence that w o u l d w a r r a n t making t h e determination that an!, ~lnilateral
intervention, including that in Iraq, has o r will lead t o the increased incidence
o f bogus Iiumanitarian wars. O f course, because I d o n o t consider the claim
that the Iraq w a r was a bogus humanitarian war t o b e valid, I d o not see it as
a threat in this sense.
Finally, o n e m i g h t raise the question: if the.tlireshold for humanitari,in
intervention is lowered from t h e conserv;ltive principle of "genocide prevelltion only," \ r h o is t o decide what that threshold is? A n d where t o apply it?
To be sure, it is worrisome t o imagine that t h e threshold for h u m a n i t a r i a n
intervention could beconie entirely subjecti\,e a n d , perhaps, a product o f t h e
caprice of p o ~ v e r f u lstates. I n t h e case o f Saddanl Hussein's Iraq, those of a n
authentic 1il)eral-humanitarim disposition o u g h t t o argue, in t h e t'lce of m o r e
than thirty years of brutal repression, crimes against humanity, a n d genocide
in Iraq t h ~ t h e regime deserved Inore than a response o f willful i n d i f k r ence, c a p i t ~ ~ l a t i o and
n , appeasement o n the part o f t h e liberal-humanitarian
comn~unity.
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